
Office of the Executive Officer
T.T. Devasthanams, Tirupati

Date. 07 .O7 .2024 .

To
The Secretar5r,

APERC,
11-4-660, 4th Floor,
Singareni Bhavan, Red Hills,
Hyderabad -500 004

Sir/Madam,

Sub: TTD - Executive Officer Tirupati - Certain Comments/Objections on

the ARR& Tariff Proposals for Distribution and Retail Supply Business

for the SsControl Period for FY 2024-25 to 2028-29 - Determination of

Distribution tariff. - Regarding.

Ref: Public Notice in O.P. No. 74 of 2023, dated 10-12-2O23.

Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanam (TTD) has established a wind power plant of

6 MW capacity at Kaulakonda Hills, Tirumala and a Solar Power Plant of 10

MW capacity at Kosuvaripalli (V), Mudivedu (M), Madanapalli, Chittoor

District for Captive purpose. The 10 MW Solar Power would be wheeled at

33 kV voltage and at 11 kV voltage for self-consumption (Captive utilization).

The proposed Distribution charges in the APSPDCL ARR Iilings for MYT

period 2024 to 2o28are shown below.

Toble3g: Distribution Wheeling Chorges lor 56 Control Period

33 kv (Rs./kvA/Month)
11 kv (Rs./kvA/Month)

LT (Rs./kVA/Month)

83.17

964.49

L262.49

119.60

1,098.20

7,477.17

193.84

7,367 .17

1,911.89

274,42

1,431.84

2,047.47
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762.45

1,26a.28

|,7 40.73



Kindly see the 1 1 kV wheeling charges which ranged from 964.49 to

1431.84 against the Demand charges of Rs. 475/kVA/month. This Demand

charge consists of generation fixed cost, transmission fixed cost and

distribution lixed cost. The wheeling charges proposed are very high and it is

not linancially viable for us, and we may have to close our Captive Power

Plants. The Solar and Wind power plant is around 2OVo. Th.e Distribution

wheeling cost at 11 kV would be 964.49 1144 = Rs. 6.70/kWh which is very

high and it is better to buy power from APSPDCL rather than availing power

from our Captive power plants.

In this regard, and with reference to

Views/ Obj ections / Suggestions, we would

objections / suggestions.

the Public Notice calling for

like to submit the following

Need to Determine Energr Based Transmission & distribution Charges:

1). So far, the Hon'ble Commission has determined the Transmission &

Distribution Tariff based on capacity to be Wheeled or transmitted. The

transmission and wheeling tariffs are exempted for Solar and Wind power

plants till 2027 or 2028 depending on the date of commissioning of the

project. And the tariffs determined by the Commission did not matter for

these NCE based power plants as the same are exempted by Solar and Wind

Policies of 2015.

2). The policies issued by GoAP may end by 2027 or 2028 depending on the

year of commissioning of the power Plant. The PLF of wind Power Plant is

around 2O%o to 23o/o tn Andhra Pradesh depending on the wind speed and

wind density.

3). The generation season of wind and mini hydal power plants is around 4

to 5 months in a vear. The Open Access Demand permitted to a Consumer rs

allowed within the CMD of a consumer. The demand charge of Rs

4TSlkVAlmonth is determined considering diversity factor of 600/o to

7Oo/o.The Demand charge consists of fixed costs of Generation, Transmission
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and Distribution business. The same can be seen in the RST of 2017-18 or

previous Tariff Orders. Presently, no Demand Charges are being determined

and the Demand Tariff determined in the year 2Ol7-18 is being continued.

This means, already the transmission and distribution business costs are

built in the RST tariff and are being recovered in the form of MD charges.

The RST ARR of APSPDCL is furnished below.

5.9 Summarl' of ARR

Aggrcgate llcvenuc l{cquircmcnt (Alll{) fol llctlil Suppll Business( Iform- l ) (Ils. ln Crores)

S.\o
l

Revenue Requilenteut ltern (Rs. ( r's..t

Transmissioo Cost

SLDC C ost

:013 2.r 202.r 25

1.415 79 1 628 16

31. 10 35 84

D;tribution Cost 4,227 29 4.490 33

l Additiotral -Lrterest on Peasio0 bonds ofAPGenco Ordcr 484.79 521 11

6

8

PGCIL Erporses 606 60 697 59

L1-DC Cbargcs 128 147
\etrrork:rttl SLD( ( osr (lll f3+{+5r6) 6,766.91 7 ,37 4.49

Po*'er Ptrrchase Procureoent Cqst 15.830.71 1 5.094 14

lr]terest on Co[slnrer Securit\ Deposits 153 90 176 06

Supplv Mar-sir tr Retai Supplv Busiaess 28 87 40 10

(Jdrer ( ost. Ll_ an;

Supp\' Cost (3 f9+ l0 t lI)
68 07 173 7 _q

16.081.55 15.484.75

-{ggregate Rereuue RequilerxeDt ('+ I l) 22.848.46 22.859.24

9

10

lr

l_1

4). Levy of Distribution tariff &Transmission tariff based on capacity

contracted may not be a correct approach and is not just, especially for

Wind, Solar and Mini Hydal power plants for which PLF is around 18 to 2Ooh

on average. The DISCOM is allowing OA/Wheeling capacity within the CMD

and the Consumer pays MD charges as per the terms and conditions of

tariff. The Hon'ble Commission may please consider levy of reasonable

enerS/ based Transmission / Distribution charges for the reasons mentioned

below. Whenever the Wind power/ Solar Power/ Mini Hydal power is not

available, the OA/Wheeling consumer will come back on to the DISCOM

power as the consumer has CMD with the DISCOM and draws required

power from the DISCOM. Thus, the DISCOM recovers its fixed cost in the
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form of MD charge. This indicates that the consumer always draws his

required Demand within the CMD from the grid; be it may from the DISCOM

or from the OA Generator/ Exchange . In the absence of Wind/Solar/Mini-

Hydal power, the short fall power required is drawn from the DISCOM and

thus always uses the network to the extent of Contracted Capacity and pays

the fixed cost related to Transmission and business.

As the consumer draws the power from the DISCOM in the absence of power

from Renewable Energr (RE) source due to its inherent nature, the network

capacity is fully utilised and hence there is no loss to

DISCOM/APTRANSCO. The OA/Whee1lng Consumer apart from paying fixed

cost, he also pays the Transmission/Wheeling charges.

This means, already the transmission and distribution business costs are

built in the Retail tariff and are being recovered in the form of MD charges

from a consumer who is availing power through Open Access. The DISCOM

is receiving transmission fixed costs built in the demand charges and

APTRANSCO is lerying transmission charges. It amounts to levying two

charges for providing one service, viz., one is in the form of Demand Charge

and the other one is in the form of Transmission/Wheeling charge.

In this regard, we submit to determine nominal energr-based Distribution

Charges instead of capacity based wheeling charges.

5). As per the formula specified by the Hon'b1e Commission in the APERC

(Terms & Conditions for determination of Tariff for transmission of

eiectricity) Regulation No. 1 of 2019 (First Amendment to Regulation No. 5 of

2005), the Transmission tariff (rate) proposed for FY 2024-25 is Rs.

221.17/kW/Month and the DISCMs would pay the ARR of APTRANSCO

based on their Contracted Capacity and would be taken into DISCOMs ARR

to arrive at the Retail tariff. The same is mentioned in Para 3 above.
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To determine the distribution wheeling charges, the Distribution ARR is

apportioned (allocated) to 33 kV, l1kV, and LT voltages based on demand

consumption. To arrive at the Demand on the 33 kV system, the LT and 11

kV demands are grossed up w,ith relevant losses. The Grossing up method is

explained in the ARR liled by DISCOMs and is furnished below in para 13.

6). Levy of Capacity based Transmission or Distribution tariff on NCE

sources 1ike, Soiar, Wind and Mini Hydal power plants for which the PLF is

around 2Oo/o to 257o, amounts to lely of 4 to 5 times of conventional power

plant tariff with reference to enerS/ based tariff.

The relevant calculations in support of the above are furnished below

The transmission tariff proposed in the MYT ARR for the year 2024-25 is -

Rs. 221.17 lkW/Month. The per unit transmission charge ---221.17 l72O =

Rs. 0.31/kWh for conventional plant.

The per unit transmission charge for Solar Power Plant (SPP)

221.17 1144 = Rs. 1.54/kwh which is 5 times of cost paid by conventional

power plant generator.
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The Transmission ARR and distribution ARR determined would be built into

the DISCOM's ARR. While determining the Retail Supply Tariffs (RST), the

transmission ARR & distribution ARR would be distributed across all

voltages and all category of consumers and RST is determined. The

Transmission ARR/network cost is not apportioned to voltage wise based on

Demand consumption of 132 kV consumers, 33 kV consumers, 11 kV

consumers and LT consumers while determining the distribution charges.

One kW conventional power plant generator can generate 720 units in a
month and thus can pump 72O units into the grid. Whereas a wind power

P1ant of 1 kW capacity can generate 144 units in a month against the same

1 kW capacity of conventional plant as the PLF of wind power plant is

around 2Oo/o only.



For the reasons mentioned above, we submit to lely nominal energr-based

Transmission/wheeling charge, instead of capacity-based wheeling charge.

7). To determine the wheeling tariff, no methodologr is determined by the

commission as specified for EHT vide Regulation. 1of 2O19. The

Commission has devised its own method and the method followed by the

Commission is explained below.

The 33 kV ARR is determined as per the 33 kV network cost. The 33 kV ARR

is split into three parts - viz.,

--- ARR in proportion to 33 kV consumer demand would be allocated to 33

kV system.

--- ARR in proportion to 33 kV demand reflecting on 33 kV levei from 1 1 kV

consumers would be allocated to 1 1 kV system.

--- ARR in proportion to 33 kV demand reflecting at 33 kV level from LT

consumers demand would be allocated to LT system.

There exist 33 kV, 1 1 kV and LT Agricultural Lift Irrigation Service owned by

Irrigation Department, Panchayat Raj and Cooperative Societies. The Cost of

Service determined by the Hon'ble Commission is being paid by respective

consumers. These Lift irrigation scheme consumers never buy power

through Open Access. In this regard, we submit to the Hon"ble Commission

to exclude the network cost related LI Schemes while determining the Open

Access charges.

8) The Commission has adopted different methods for determining EHT

Transmission charges and Distribution charges viz, 33 kV, 1 1 kV and LT

network wheeling charges. It seems this approach may have to be rectified.
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Since EHT network is handled by APTRANSCO, its ARR is recovered based

on Total Transmission Capacity, without any prorate allocation of EHT

Demand to EHT consumers and passing on the balance Demand to 33 kV

system (Distribution business). Please note that there is no prorate

allocation of network cost in between 22O kV network and 132 kV network.

The Total EHT ARR is recovered based on Total Transmission capacity

without any reservation based on 22O kV consumption and 132 kV

consumption.

9) The proposed Wheeling Tariff and the proposed Wheeling ARR are shown
in the table below and in Para 14 respectively:

Table39: Distribution Wheeling Chqrgcs lor 
'th 

Control Period

33 kv (Rs./kvA/Month)
11 kv (Rs./kvA/Month)

LT (Rs./kvA/Month)

119.60

1,098.20

7,477.17

762.45

7,26A.24

7,7 40.73

193.84

1,367.t7
t,gtt.a9

274.42

L,43L.44

2,041.81

43.fi
964.49

1,262.49

Kindly see the Distribution tariff of Rs. 964.49l kVA/Month proposed for 11

kV which is more than Rs 4TSlkVAlMonth. The proposed tariff is totally

wrong and cannot be justified. No 11 kV OA consumer can afford this tariff.
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If the same principle as mentioned in Para Tabove is followed, we may have

to ailocate or pass on the EHT network ARR cost (by deducting pro-rata cost

in proportion to Demand from EHT consumers) to 33 kV network in
proportion to 33 kV demand reflecting on the EHT network from 33 kV

consumers and so on to 11 kV and LT network. lf it is done, the 33 kV, 11

kV and LT ARR would increase to abnormal ievel, and this would not reflect

realistic tariff. But the ARR pertains to EHT network is distributed among all

category of consumers and Retail Supply tariff is determined.

Voltage t€vel EM ry:ls Fr29

For example, consider a case of conventional Generator supplying power to

consumers at all the three voltages i.e., 132 kV, 33 kV, 11 kV& LT

consumers.

The PLF for conventional power is 100%. One kW purchase from

conventional power would be around 720 units in a month.



The corresponding per unit costs is as shown below:

The Transmission wheeling cost at 132 kV = 221.17 l72O = Rs. 0.31/kwh.

The Distribution wheeling cost at 33 kV= 83.17 l72O = Rs.O.12/kwh.

The Distribution wheeling cost at 11 kV = 964.49 l72O = Rs. 1.34lkwh.

The Distribution wheeling cost at LT Voltage : 7262.89 / 720 = Rs.

1.754lkwh.

The Transmission wheeling cost at 132 kV = 221 .17 I 144 = | .54 lkWh,.

The Distribution wheeling cost at 33 kV = 83.17 1144 = 0.58/kwh.

The Distribution wheeling cost at 11 kV = 964.49 ll44 = 6.70lkWil..

The Distribution wheeling cost at LT Voltage : 1262.89 1144 = Rs.8.77lkWh.

Retail Supply Tariff for FY 2023-24

Voltage
RST
(Tariff) .

Rs / kwh

Proposed
Tr/Wheeling
tariff for Fy

2025 -
Rs/kW/mont

h.

Proposed
Transmission/W
heeling Tariff in

Rs/kWh,

Per unit
rvheeling
cost for
Solar
Po\,ver

Plant.
(Rs/ kwh)

Generator
Maximum
selling
price
Rs. /unit.

{1) (2t (3) (4) (5)

132 kV 5.4 221.17 0.31 1 .54 3.86

33 kV 83.17 o.12 0.58 5.27
.11 kV 6.3 964 .49 1.34 6.7 0 0.40

LT 6.7 1262.49 175 -2.07

Convent ional Power
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Voltage NCE Power with PLF Difference

Consider a case of Wind Generator supplying power to consumers at all the

three voltages i.e., 132 kV, 33 kV, 1i kV and LT consumers.

The PLF of Wind Power plant is around 2Oo/o. One kW Wind Power Plant can

pump around 144 units in a month.

(6)=(2)-(s)I

5.85



with PLF of 100%. Rs

/kwh
(Wheeling cost)

oI 2Ook. Rs/kwh
(Wheeling cost)

(Extra cost to

NCE)

132 kV 0.31 1.54 )..23

33 kV o.12 0.58 o.46

11 kV 1 .J.+ 6.70 5.36

LT 4.77

For a 11 kV Consumer, the generator has to sell power @ Rs (-) O.4O per unit
with reference to TO rate which is practically not possible.

This indicates that the methodolos/ adopted by the Honble Commission

may not be correct approach. In this regard, we submit to the Hon'ble

Commission to take corrective action and determine reasonable enerry-

based Transmission and wheeling tariffs.

10). The proposed Distribution tariff of Rs. 964.19 is 203 7o of Demand

charge of Rs 475/kVA/Month, which is very high. We are not able to

comprehend the reasons for fixation of higher Distribution wheeling tariff
while maintaining the Retail Power Supply tariffs intact. If the present tariff

is built into the RST, RST perhaps would definitely go up. Or the reason

behind the hiking the Distribution business Tariff alone may be to
discourage Open Access consumers, which is against the spirit of the

Electricity Act, 2003 and may not yield the anticipated competition,

efliciency and addition of new generation.

11) Drawback in the present method

(i) Due to apportioning of 33 kV network cost to I 1 kV and LT network

based on the asset base utilisation by the respective voltage levei

consumers, the wheeling tariff for 33 kV consumers is relatively less

when compared to 1 1 kV tariff and EHT transmission tariff. The same

can be observed from the following tables.
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Table- 1 MYT Tariffs for 2014 -15 to 2018-19

Voltage 2015 16 20t6-t7 2017,18 20 18- 19

EHT tariff
Rs. /kW/month

65.30 71 .66 91.36 9s.37 94.44

33 kV
Rs./kW/month
(EPDCL tariffl

13.46 10.98 1 1.38 11.80 12.22

11 kV
Rs/kW/month
(EPDCL Tarif0

240.1_5 232.39 2,17 .55 262.96 279 .50

Note 1: Please note that the 1 1 kV EPDCL tariff varies from Rs 240 to Rs.
279 for 2Ol4 to 2019. The 11 kV wheeling tariff is almost 50 % of Demand
charge of  TSlkVAlMonth. This indicates that there is some error in
computing these charges.

Table 2MYT Tariffs for 2OL4 -15 to 2018-19

Voltage 2018- 19

EHT tariff
Rs. /kW/month

65.30 7 1,.66

7 .66 15.5133 kV
Rs. /kW/month
(SPDCL tartfo

11 kV Rs/kW/month
(SPDCL tartff)

164.61 220.82 227.1_4 232.16 240.6
8

91.36 95.37

15.39 15.11 15. 17

Note: 2: Please note that the 11 kV SPDCL tariff varies from Rs 164 to Rs.
24O for 2Ol4 to 2019. The 11 kV wheeling tariff for 2018-19 is almost 50 7o
of Demand charge of 4TS lkVAlMonth. This indicates that there is some
error in computing these charges. Observe the huge variation; the APSPDCL
tariff begins at 164 for year 2014-15 against APEPDCL tariff of Rs.
24O/kw /Month.

Table'3MYT Tariffs lor 2Ol9 20 to 2023-21 MYT

v)
Voltage 2019-20 2020-21 2021 22
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2014-15

94.+4

2o14-1s 
I 
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I

I
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EHT tariff
Rs/kW/ month

t19.28 138.88 154.54 173.79 188.38

33 kV
Rs. / kW/ month
(EPDCL tariffl

45.24 48.38 51.73 59.51

11 kV Rs/kW/month
(EPDCL Tariff)

349 _7 1 375.94 427 .50 467 .43 439 _O7

Note 3: Please note that the 11 kV EPDCL tariff varies from Rs 349 to Rs.
439 for 2079 to 2023. The 11 kV wheeling tariff for 2O79-2O is almost 73 7o

of Demand charge of 4TSlkVAlMonth. This indicates that there is some
error in computing these charges. Correspondingly the 11 kV retail tariff
should reflect this cost impact. But it is not so.

Table-4 MYT Tariffs for 201-9 - 20 to 2023-24 M\T

vi)
Voltage 2019-20 2020-2t 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24

EHT tariff
Rs/kW/month

119.28 138.88 154.54 t7 3.79 188.38

33 kV Rs./kW/month
(SPDCL tariff)

61. 16 64.11 69.31 79 .48

11 kV Rs/ kW/month
{SPDCL tariff)

432.34 447.54 47A38 5t4.76 s36.83

Note 4: Please note that the 11 kV APSPDCL tariff varies from Rs 432 to Rs.
536 for 2OL9 to 2023. The 11 kV wheeling tariff for 2Ol9-2O is almost 907o
of Demand charge of aTS lkV{lMonth. This indicates that there is some
error in computing these charges. Correspondingly the 11 kV retail tariff
should reflect this cost impact. But it is not so.

From table (3) and (4), kindly observe the variation in wheeling tariffs rn
between APSPDCL and APEPDCL.

12). From the above Lables, it can be observed that there is abnormal

variation in EHT, 33 kV and 1 1 kV tariffs. The reasons for the abnormal

variation are mentioned below:
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(a) O&M Expense allocatron

Please See Para 2.3 of Page 27 of ARR of APSPDCL

1) Employee Expenses (EE) and Administrative & General Expenses (A&G)

Employee expenses and A&G expenses have been apportioned as per the

distribution of No. of Consumers, Number of DTRs, Length of lines and

Number of SS.

a) Licensee projected the voltage wise No. of Consumers, Number of DTRs,

Lengths of lines and Number of SS and then observed voltage-wise

percentage of each of these parameters.

b) As per employee expenses and A&G expenses projections done in section

1.6, licensee allocated these expense into SS, line length, DTR and

consumer in the ratio of 49o/o i 21o/o z lOo/o : 2Oo/o.

c) Expense allocation of SS, line length, DTR and consumers are then

apportioned to LT, 11kV and 33kV voltage level as per the observed

percentages of these parameters.

d) The allocated ratios mentioned in para (b) are assumed percentages and

erratic. There is no basis lor these numbers. The detaiis of observed

percentages mentioned in para (c) are not mentioned here.

e). Grossing up of loads to higher voltages. This is explained in the foilowing

paras.

Note 1: One of the main reasons for the increase in 11 kV wheeling

tariff is that the 11 kV network cost increased due to implementation
of HVDS network for Agl consumers. While implementing HVDS

scheme, LT network is converted into 11 kV HT network. The Cost of
Service of Agl consumers is being paid by GoAP in the form of subsidy.

No agriculture consumer avails Open Access and hence, the 11 kV
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To arrive at 33 kV, 11 kV and LT demand, the DISCOMs have adopted the

method as mentioned belovv which is extracted from MYT Distribution tariff
proposals for the 5s Control period:

The Demand at 33 kV contributed from all voltages was computed by adding

up the following:

e Grossed up 33 kV Contracted Demand with 33 kV losses;

r Grossed up 11 kV Contracted Demand with 11 kV losses and further

by 33 kV losses;

. Coincident Demand o[ LT was grossed up with LT, 11kV and 33 kV

losses.

The Demand at 1 1 kV contributed from all the voltages was computed by

adding the following:

Grossed up 1 1 kV Contracted Demand with 1 1 kV losses.

Coincident Demand of LT was grossed up with LT and 1lkV losses.a

Paoe 13 of 18

HVDS network cost need to be excluded to arrive at 11 kV wheeling

tariff, if voltage wise wheeling tariffs are to be determined.

Note 2: All the DiSCOMs have considered and assumed the same

percentages mentioned in the Para 13(1)(b). Practically it is not possible to

have same line lengths, SS and DTRs etc. Kindly consider the assumptions

made and a corrective action may please be taken.

13. Methodologv followed bv the Hon'ble Commission - Grossine up of

Demand with losses:

The Demand at LT is the estimated Coincident demand of LT plus grossed

up with LT losses.

Note: Kindly refer page 24, Table 27 and Page 25, Table 28 of MYT Proposals

of APSPDCL. Our observation is that 33 kV Demand and LT Demand were

interchanged in Table 28. The 33 kV Demand 7O7.131O.75 = 942 MW which



is shown in LT of Table 28. The LT Demand of 2165 is shown against 33 kV

in Table 28. May please be checked and can take corrective action.

Technically, grossing up of 33 kV CMDs with 33 kV losses and 11 kV CMDs

with 11 kV losses and further by 33 kV losses may not be correct. There

would be a diversity factor Ior 1 I kV demands and lbr 33 kV demands as all

consumers demands may not occur simuitaneously. Grossing up can be

done in case of Coincident Demand is considered as is done in case of LT.

14\. Approach followed for determination of wheeling tariff:

Assuming the determination of voltage wise tariff is in right direction, to

arrive at Net ARR, the Commission deducted the Wheeling Revenue from OA

Consumers. From the wheelir,g tariff, OA revenue is recovered from OA

consumers. The total wheeling ARR includes OA revenue and revenue form

native DISCOM consumers. The Wheeling tariff is embedded in RST and

hence deducting OA revenue lrom Wheeling ARR is not correct. Deducting

the estimated Wheeling Revenue from Gross Revenue may not be correct

approach since the aim of this exercise is to determine Wheeling tariff for OA

Consumers. The DISCOMs are also such LTOA Consumers of APTRANSCO.

The ARR of wheeling business for FY 2024-25, first the Gross ARR of Rs.

4,664crs arrived. Then net ARR (Rs. 4227 crs) is arrived by deducting

wheeling revenue of Rs. 437crs. The whole purpose of this exercise is to
determine wheeling tariffs for all network users viz., DISCOM consumers

and OA consumers. DISCOMs pay their Transmission Charges to

APIRANSCO on their contracted demand through recovery of wheeling tariff
determined by the Commission. In fact, there is no point in arriving at net

revenue by deducting wheeling Revenue (lf any non-tariff income exists, the

same can be deducted from Gross Revenue). The relevant table extracted

from the Distribution business ARR is shown below.
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3,351

819

0

25

0

4,237
197

0

4,0+0

624
4,664

Rr. Crs

43

3,309

t,770
0

OU

25

0

4,563
274

0

4,289

803
5,092

3,660

t,661
0

85

26

0

5,432
366

0

5,066

L,246
6,372

4,222

2,746
0

108

27

0

6,543
331

0
6,212

1,598
7,41,0

4,605

2,583

0

129

28
0

7,346
285

0

7,061

L,937
8,998

4,959

2,934

0

143
29

0

8,065

773

0

7,892

2,744

10,036

437 602 810 1,010 t,r62 1,264

4,227 4,490 5,503 6,801 7,436 4,777

15). What should be the philosophy to determine wheeling tarifP

The Commission adopted the concept of rationalisation of tariffs while fixing

Development Charges and treatment of losses while determining RST. The

Commission also followed tariff philosophy while recovering the

Transmission Cost, SLDC Cost, Distribution Cost, PGCL Expenses, and

ULDC Charges etc,. The same is mentioned in Para 3 above.

16). Treatment of losses: For example, the total system losses are around

13%. EHT losses, 33 kV, 11 kV and LT iosses are around 2.85o/o, 3o/o, 3o/o

ard 4o/o respectively. While fixing the tariff, the Hon'lcle Commission did not

allocate EHT loss and 33 kV loss to EHT and 33 kV consumers respectively.
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Table26: Projected Revcnue Requiremc tlbr |th Co iol Periodrc
O&M Charges (Net)
Depraciation
Advance Agalnst Depreciatlon
Taxes on Income
Other Expenditure
Special Approprlations
Total Expetrdlture
Less! IDC and expenses capltalizedt
Less: O&M expenses capltallzed
Net Expenditure
Add Retuflr on Capital Employed
Total Distribution ARR

Less: Wheeling Revenue from Third
Party/Open Access/NTl (tf any)
Revenue Requlremenq (Net transferred
to Retail Supply Business)

rrrS Fr26 F?27

The Hon'ble Commission may please examine the methodolory followed

while determining Development Charges and treatment of losses in

determining the Retail Supply Tariffs (RST). The Hon'ble Commission has

issued a Tariff Philosophy wherein a concept called rationalisation of tariffs

was published during 1999-2000. The concept is nothing but balancing the

tarifis in between affordability (paying capacity) to pay the tariffdetermined

by the Commission and Cost of Service of power.



The Hon'ble Commission arrived a.verage system losses and determined the

tariff.

17). Fixation of Development Charges: While determining development

charges, the Hon'ble Commission adopted shallow method, i.e., did not

consider pro-rata EHT network cost based on asset usage to arrive at 33 kV

network cost. Similarly, 33 kV network cost is not included in the 1 1 kV

network cost based on asset utilisation and the same approach is being

followed to fix LT development charge.

18) The power system is designed in an efficient, economic and for

optimum utilization of network assets, Based on the power capacity to be

transmitted, the transmission system and sub transmission system is

designed.The assumption of existence of 33 kV network is to meet the

demand of 1 i kV network consumers and LT consumers may not be correct.

Similarly, the assumption of networks of 33 kV and 1 1 kV exist to meet the

demand of LT consumers is also not correct. They are interdependent.

Without LT & 1 1 kV consumers, the 33 kV consumers cannot survive and

vice versa is also true.

19. The reasons for iustification of Tariff Philosophv
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o EHT network is not established for the sake of 33 kV, 11 kV or LT

Consumers. It is the system design criteria.

o To have economicai operation, higher efficiency and based on the

line lengths, we choose higher voitages. For example, as per CEA

Planning criteria, above 160 MW, we go to 22O kV. Above 300 MW,

we go to 400 kV. Losses and system stability also plays important

role while choosing the transmission voltage level.

r EHT system alone cannot sustain without the presence of 33 kV,

11 kV or LT consumers.

. A11 consumers, right from LT domestic/ Ag1. consumers to EHT

consumers play important role in maintaining the system demand.

A11 consumers are equally important in maintaining the healthy

system. As mentioned above, EHT plus 33 kV system cannot



sustain in the absence of LT and 1 1 kV consumers. Similarly, in
the absence of 33 kV or EHT consumers, we cannot maintain the

stable and healthy power system. The diversity of LT and 11 kV

consumers provide demand support to the system and thus

enhances revenue and vice- versa is also true.

From the above, it is evident that the system requires all consumers for

economical and efficient operation of the po*'er system. Hence, Wheeling

tariff Rate can be determined taking the Total ARR of distribution business

and dividing the same with the total sales (Means both DISCOM sales and

OA saies and excluding EHT sales).

2Ol. For the reasons mentioned in Para 13 to 20, instead of assuming

arbitrary percentages, it is suggested to arrive at wheeling tariff for entire

distribution business together and the same is explained hereunder.

WTR = Net ARR/ Wheeled Units (Energr sales of all voltages including Agl
sales, OA sales and excluding EHT sales)

Where,

WTR: Wheeiing Tariff Rate in Rs./kWh

Net ARR: Net ARR (Gross ARR - Other income, like non tariff income etc.,).

21). Methods adopted by MERC and KERC

MERC has fixed wheeling charges on per unit basis i.e, Rs./kWh or

Rs./kVAh. To arrive at a wheeling charge on per unit basis the ARR related

to HT (Exclusive of EHT) is divided by HT sales. Here, HT means 33 kV,22

kV and 11 kV. The LT ARR is divided by LT sales and thus fixed the

wheeling charges for HT and LT categories. The relevant MERC MYT order

for FY2O2O-21. to FY2O24-25can be accessed from MERC website.

KERC also has adopted a similar procedure like the MERC method. It
appears that the methods adopted by MERC and KERC may also be

examined.
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22). Tl:,.e Wheeling tariffs proposed by DISCOM are very high compared to

Demand charges of Rs. 47S/kVA/Month and it appears that there is some

error in the methodolory followed by the DISCOMs. The Hon''lcle Commission

may also need to follow Tariff Philosophy mentioned in Para 16 to 19 while

determining the Wheeling charges.

Allocation of network costs to 33 kV, 11 kV and LT system based on the

Demand consumption may not be right approach and the same is explained

in Para 17, 18 and 19. For the reasons mentioned above, we submit to the

Hon'ble Commission to do away with the methodologz of allocating network

costs to 33 kV, 1 1 kV and LT based on respective demand consumption.

In view of the above, we further submit to the Honble Commission to

determine nominalenergr-based wheeling charges for both Transmission

and Distribution networks by dividing the Capacity based tariff with 72O,

720 being the number of hours in a month.

With regards,

Executiv
TTD:: Tirup

Address:
(1) Executive Officer

TTD Administrative Building,
K.T.Road,
Tirupati.
Email: eottdtp(a il.com
Cell No. 9866393616.

2) Superintending Engineer (Elec)
Room No. 133,
TTD Administrative Building,
K.T.Road,
Tirupati.
Email: seelecttd9@smail.com

\

Cell No.98492 18181
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